
Intelligent Storage

Smart, Agile and Activity-Based: 
Your Future Space 



Introduction to Smart Storage
Smart buildings deserve smart storage.
Buildings, offices and universities — they used to be spaces people needed to adapt to. Now, 
environments need to adapt to people and the way they interact, work and learn. 

When we talk about “smart” buildings and storage, we tend to talk about tech and automated 
processes. And while that’s true, at their core smart buildings are about creating more efficient, 
attractive and people-centric spaces. 
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At the center of these spaces is storage.
If you want people to have a seamless experience in your spaces, you need to give them a safe place to 
store their personal and professional belongings — storage that addresses the very real challenges of 
human productivity, innovation, and comfort. 

Smart storage options — such as lockers with technology 

integrations — create ways for companies to securely 

communicate with their employees on a daily basis. Lockers 

can store and protect their personal belongings, their 

computer and other tools they need for their job or secure the 

packages and other items they have delivered.

Office & Workplace

Day-use lockers paired with university IDs create secure spaces 

for belongings, while students and faculty are in class, the gym, 

or anywhere else on campus. With more students bringing 

precious cargo to school, having a streamlined way to store and 

retrieve items creates peace-of-mind. Package deliveries to 

residence halls are also simplified using smart lockers, allowing 

students to retrieve packages on their own time.

Schools & Universities

Many fitness and sports club members treat these 

facilities as a home-away-from-home and have 

high expectations for the safety and security of their 

belongings — especially when it comes to big-ticket 

items like skis, snowboards, and golf clubs. Creating 

effortless storage solutions shows members you want to 

protect their investments as much as they do. 

Sports & Fitness



The smart building revolution — 
and evolution.
What is a smart building, exactly? It’s a building that harnesses technology to provide a best-in-class 
environment, increase efficiency and security and streamline business processes.

However, you can’t use that technology unless you’re thinking first about the ways people will use your 
space. Here are a few of the trends and practices we’re seeing when it comes to how companies are 
approaching design — whether it’s a workplace, a school or university environment, a residential building 
or retail space: 
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People-First Design
What do people gain from spending time in your 
space? Does the building contribute to personal 
well-being? Social connections? The best spaces are 
those taking the styles and preferences of several 
generations into account — creating a space built for 
those who will use it the most. 

A Means to Monitor
In addition to creating efficiencies and boosting 
productivity for individuals, technology is also being 
used similarly for the building itself — monitoring and 
gathering data about various aspects of the building’s 
usage to conserve energy, save space and determine 
the amenities to increase or decrease in the future.



Space as a Story
Whether it’s to affirm a company’s beliefs or bring 
people close to an organization’s culture, spaces are 
being used just as color, design or logo would — as 
a way of identifying and distinguishing their brand for 
potential students, employees and partners. 

Activity-Based Work
The corner office, assigned cubicle, or one-size-fits-
all classroom is quickly becoming a thing of the past. 
Letting employees and students choose their setting 
according to the nature of what they’re doing is the 
new approach — as is empowering the use of those 
spaces for learning, focusing and collaborating. 

Component-Centric Design
“Plug-and-play” isn’t just for software or devices. 
Buildings are being designed with temporary walls, 
furniture, and other pieces — making it easy to 
expand, change, or form makeshift spaces as needed.

The Rise of the “Third Space”
A sociology-inspired concept, “third place” refers to 
another place — outside of the home and work — that 
people can gather and build community. In buildings, 
these show up as maker rooms, meditation spaces, 
cafes, libraries, gyms and more.



Locker Styles & Applications
These days, storage can — and needs to — do more than simply store 
what’s important to us. After all, space is at a premium. With the right 
application, temporary-use lockers can create privacy, divide a space for 
dual-use, be a hub for collaboration and more — while taking advantage of 
the space you already have.

The beauty of lockers is that they’re uber-flexible. Whether they’re being 
built into a wall, being used as a partition in an office space, or using 
them as the foundation for a work island, it’s time to explore new ways of 
incorporating locker storage into your spaces. 
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Temporary-use and agile lockers represent the flexibility 
required for today’s working, learning and living spaces.



Built-In
Lockers can turn blank walls into an 
optimized space for personal belongings, 
parcel drop-off and pick-up and more. And, 
with a custom design, there’s an opportunity 
to make the area a focal point with brand 
colors and graphics. 

Wall Partition
Make your walls do double-duty. Lockers 
embedded into freestanding walls can 
provide storage and needed partitions in 
conference rooms or multi-use spaces. 

Islands & Furniture
Hide your lockers in plain sight by making them 
part of the furniture in your space — custom 
islands, desks and storage walls — and provide 
storage and a workspace all in one. 



Locker Technology For Every Need
Featured Options:
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Battery-Operated Locks  
(4-digit PIN or RFID)
Battery-operated locks provide ease-of-use self-service with either a 
keypad or RFID interface with advanced technology options. Ideal for 
buildings and facilities that need streamlined storage options free from 
management, these locks can also be customized for shared or assigned 
locker use.

Networked Locks
These locks offer the 
opportunity to truly integrate 
your locker system into your 
network of other facility 
systems — building and office 
entrances, gyms, cafeterias 
and lounges and more. 
All-access gets the same 
treatment and uses the same 
RFID card or mobile app — and 
lock- and interface-less locker 
doors fit right in at a modern 
office or building.

NETWORKED

Individual RFID Reader Display
An RFID reader positioned on each 

door can be used either online or offline 

and can be configured in several ways: 

self-assigned or assigned to a user at a 

central point from a reception desk or 

administrative office.

NETWORKED

Touch Display
Forget keys. This touch-activated and LAN-

connected option can be both self-assigned 

and or assigned by an employee via a phone 

app, and can also be quick-assigned based 

on locker vacancy. This display can be used 

in combination with readers ISO, HID, and 

Multi-Reader.



Flexible and efficient. That’s what technology allows us to be in many aspects of our everyday lives — so 
why wouldn’t we want the technology in our building’s locker storage to be the same way?
 
With locker tech that is customizable based on your use case, your available space and the culture of your 
organization or residents, there is no shortage of solutions to choose from:

BATTERY-OPERATED

WiFi RFID Reader
This locking system delivers all the 

benefits of an online system — without 

the wires. Wi-Fi enabled, multi-device 

monitoring and real-time system reports 

on everything from usage to battery-life 

— and aesthetically pleasing to boot.

NETWORKED

Display with Keypad
This display works with a simple 4-digit 

code, allowing people to either self-assign 

for short-term use or have the locker 

assigned to them.

NETWORKED

Display with Keypad & ISO 
Reader
The dual option offers a way for long-

term employees and residents to use 

their RFID cards while retaining a solution 

for short-term use with a 4-digit PIN.

BATTERY-OPERATED

4-Digit PIN
Sleek technology and design come 

together in this easy-to-use, keyless 

(4 to 6-digit code) lock system — the 

ideal solution for buildings and facilities 

that need a locker system free from 

management.

NETWORKED

HID Mobile Access Reader
This reader allows companies to use 

existing HID technology they’re using 

for broader workplace solutions. 

Organizations with any HID access 

control can simply extend their security 

measures to their lockers.



Parcel & Mail Delivery Lockers
Online shopping has skyrocketed over the past few years — and this way of buying shows no sign of 
slowing down. With this increase in personal and professional purchasing comes a challenge: how do you 
make sure these parcels get to people safely, while making sure you and your staff aren’t spending extra 
time facilitating deliveries? 

Parcel delivery lockers provide a secure, efficient way to manage and distribute packages to those who 
work, learn and live in your buildings and offices. 
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WORKPLACE USE-CASE

Saving time at a tech company
A global tech company wanted to give their employees some time back in their 
day and increase productivity— and they made it happen with parcel delivery 
lockers. 

The mailroom’s four-step process — receiving, sorting, pick-up and delivery 
— worked well, but was time-consuming for individual delivery on multiple 
floors and buildings. When looking at adding the perk of a parcel delivery 
locker solution, two of the four steps — sorting and delivery — were prime for 
optimizing and becoming more efficient. 

The company switched to a smart locker system for parcels and packages,  
and the difference was evident almost immediately. Mailroom employees now 
mostly sort at the building level. And because they’re putting packages in 
lockers for a recipient to pick up when they’re able, they’re spending less time 
on delivery. The delivery time of this process decreased by 75% — from four 
hours to one. 

In addition, employees are happier, because they can retrieve things on their 
time — an email or text notifies them when they have something to pick up. 
Work isn’t interrupted, and they feel that their belongings are safe and kept 
private. And, the high-tech, personalized aspect of the lockers is one in a 
combination of perks that showcases this company’s unique and inclusive 
culture. 



Make better use of your 
space — and time
Got a limited footprint? Parcel lockers allow for 
a package storage space without requiring a 
mailroom or storage closet. And, giving people 
an automated, self-service option for retrieval 
eliminates the overhead that comes with 
having to deliver packages in person.

Make it simple for your 
building’s occupants
The people who work, learn, and live in your 
buildings are busy — and don’t always have 
the time to wait for a package to be delivered 
or get to a designated mailroom during 
specific hours. Parcel lockers make it possible 
for them to pick up packages and deliveries on 
their own schedule. 

Make security a priority
With an increase in packages comes a greater risk of misplaced or stolen items. In addition to the physical 
security parcel lockers provide, integrated smart technology and software solutions can create a digital paper 
trail, ensuring packages are always accounted for. 

UNIVERSITY USE-CASE

Cutting costs — and time — at a 
university residence hall
This state university has approximately 2,000 students living on 
campus, and those students receive 7,000 packages a month. That’s 
84,000 packages a year delivered to residence halls. And, when you 
think about the amount of time mailroom staff are spending on these 
packages — from delivery to pick-up, that amount can be translated 
into some significant operating costs. 

The university’s facilities manager knew there had to be a better way 
and worked to install smart parcel lockers in the residence halls. Now, 
packages arrive at a central hub of the university. With an automated 
chain-of-custody process, the staff scan information instead of logging 
each package manually. When employees deliver the packages, 
students are automatically notified via text, email, or through an app — 
and can pick up the delivery at their convenience.  

The lockers have led to savings in time — and in the university’s 
bottom line. The 24/7 package delivery desk closed, and desks aren’t 
double staffed during peak package delivery and retrieval times. 
Because of the nearly 93% reduction in the time it previously took to 
take to handle the packages, staff productivity has doubled. And, the 
university is projecting it’ll save 65% year-over-year in operational costs.



Delivery isn’t just for packages
Our delivery-oriented culture doesn’t stop at mail packages. Many food- and service-oriented businesses 
have realized that as work and school have become more fast-paced with longer hours and more 
activities, they need to bring their services to those who need them in order to compete. 
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How are package lockers used? 

When a parcel is delivered to a building, a courier enters the access code for a locker that 
they’ve received from a building owner or a facilities manager. They select a recipient and 
place the parcel inside. 

Once a package is safely in a locker, the software notifies the recipient via text, email, or 
through an app notification. The notification includes the passcode and other details needed to 
access the locker.

Depending on the level of technology, the recipient will either click a button in the app or key 
in a unique code to get access to the locker’s contents.

 
The recipient takes their packages and closes the door.
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Food deliveries are on the rise, due to the increase 
and availability of apps like DoorDash, Postmates, 
GrubHub and UberEats. In a 2019 study by US Foods, 
a national food distributor and restaurant supplier, the 
average person has two of these food delivery apps 
and uses them three times a month. 

When employees and students use food delivery 
apps for work lunches or all-night study sessions, 
it impacts those who work at the front desks or 
information centers of office and university buildings. 
The delivery people usually are unable to make the 

delivery to the person who ordered it, due to security 
and protocol, and most of the time the person who 
ordered the food isn’t waiting to retrieve it. 

The person who delivers the food has access to the 
smart locker system, and they place the food in a 
locker. A message or notification is sent to the person 
who ordered the food, and they’re able to swipe 
their building card or enter a PIN number to retrieve 
their meal. The front desk and security workers can 
concentrate on what they do best — helping guests, 
answering questions, and keeping the building safe. 

Dry-Cleaning Delivery
The same solution can be applied to retrieving delivered dry cleaning. Many busy professionals use dry-
cleaning services, but it’s tough to find the time to pick up clothing in the midst of their other responsibilities. 
Dry-cleaning delivery services — in tandem with a smart locker solution — can be a huge help to time-strapped 
employees and offer a way to claim their belongings on their own time. 

Smart lockers 
can make this a 
smoother process 
for everyone 
involved. 

Food Delivery



Smart Storage in the Workplace

Great workplaces start with great workspaces.

It’s no secret great workplaces lead to more engaged, happier employees. But what 
exactly does a great workplace look like? 

Well, it starts with a great workspace. Spaces where all elements — technology, 
amenities and storage — combine to increase a company’s productivity, create 
efficiencies, attract and retain talent, support well-being and promote brand awareness. 

It’s also about making sure workplace design allows employees the flexibility and 
autonomy they’re craving — and frankly, making the little things — scheduling 
conference rooms, creating the right spaces for the type of work they need to 
accomplish and having secure and effortless storage options — easier. 
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43%
say it’s important for 
workplaces to promote 
team building and 
collaboration are most 
important

34%
say it’s important for 
workplaces to provide 
the latest technology and 
tools

According to the respondents of Gensler’s 2019 U.S. Workplace Survey, the 

best workspaces address both effectiveness and experience:



If you can imagine all the potential steps of an employee in a modern workplace, you can imagine all 
of the potential applications for smart storage and lockers. Here are just a few of the many workplace 
applications:

Workplace Smart Storage Applications

BATTERY-OPERATED

DigiLock Aspire
Providing keyless convenience 

in a small package, these locks 

are available in a keypad of RFID 

interface with advanced firmware 

options. Customizable for either 

shared or assigned locker use.

Day-Use 
Lockers

Create a safe place for 
employees to store 

personal belongings like 
coats, gym bags, bike 

helmets, and more. 

Mail Parcel
Ensure mail and 

packages get delivered to 
employees — and reduce 
wasted time delivering to 

a desk or office.

On-Site Gym
Promote well-being by 
making sure it’s easy for 
employees to securely 

store fitness gear.

Technology
Secure spaces where 
computers, tablets, 

cameras, and more can 
be stored until the next 

workday.

Refrigerated
Make it easy to deliver 
coffee, food, groceries 

or flowers with climate-
controlled options

Additional 
Amenities
Make it possible to 

deliver dry-cleaning 
and other amenities — a 
text or email can notify 

employees



Smart Storage at School

Storage can make universities smarter.

How? Well, there’s no such thing as a “typical” college student. However, all students, 
regardless of their situation, are on the go and often over-scheduled. That’s why they 
need to carry everything with them for a particular day — there’s no time to head back 
home to pick things up when you’re hustling between classes and activities. 

That’s where thoughtful, integrated storage solutions can make a huge difference 
in school and university environments. Smart lockers — whether in gyms and locker 
rooms, student unions and other collaborative areas, libraries, labs, studios, galleries, 
museums and mailrooms — can help your students move through their days a little 
easier, knowing their personal belongings are safe and easily accessible. 
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A day in the life of a college student — or a faculty member — includes a bunch of stops. Here are just a 
few of the many applications for smart storage and lockers in your school or university:

University Smart Storage Applications

BATTERY-OPERATED

DigiLock Aspire
Providing keyless convenience 

in a small package, these locks 

are available in a keypad of RFID 

interface with advanced firmware 

options. Customizable for either 

shared or assigned locker use.

Mail & Parcel
Ensure mail and packages 
get delivered quickly and 

to the right person without 
additional mailroom staff.

Recreational 
Areas & Sports 

Facilities
Safely store uniforms, 

sports gear and 
belongings for practices 

and workouts.

Museums and 
Libraries

Maintain the quality of 
your campus museum 

or gallery collections by 
having a safe place for 

belongings 

Music & 
Performing 

Arts
Keep instruments, sheet 

music, band uniforms 
and costumes safe — and 

uncluttered.

Testing 
Environments
End-of-semester testing 

is made more secure 
with day lockers outside 

venues to prevent 
bringing in research or 

electronic devices.

Lab 
Environments 

Create safer lab 
environments where 

belongings won’t get in 
the way and are protected 
from chemicals and other 

materials.

Day-Use 
Lockers

Make it possible for 
students and faculty to 
stash and retrieve items 

from classrooms, student 
centers and unions.

Visual Arts
Students can keep 
works-in-progress 

safe in the studio or art 
building without having to 
transport fragile projects. 



Patterson Pope — 
your smart storage experts
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We’ve been at the forefront of the smart building revolution — 
and how storage plays a critical role — for a long time. 

That’s why where others see a locker, we see an opportunity 
to communicate to the people who inhabit and utilize your 
building that you care about the stuff that’s integral to their day. 

When you partner with us on smart building projects, you get: 

Custom designs 
based on your needs

We treat every project as a unique one. 
The knowledge and experience we’ve 
gained combined with your needs to 
create a tailored solution to fit your 
present — and future.

Expertise in evolving 
spaces and storage needs

Whether it’s an office, a space for 
learning or a residential building, we’ll 
bring our knowledge of current and 
future storage trends to the table.

Support, installation, 
project management you 
can trust 

We bring projects to life. With over 50 
years of solving these challenges, we’ve 
mastered the dance and can flex and 
adjust when needed — making sure 
every project is successful.



866.866.4778  |  pattersonpope.com

Spaces are getting smarter —
and storage needs to follow suit.


